RESPOND

MOBILE INTELLIGENCE
Employ advanced technologies such as biometrics and robotics in search and rescue operations. Then, deliver enhanced situational awareness directly to responders’ devices.

CONVERGED SECURITY & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Achieve greater situational awareness in emergencies with advanced analytics while the pre-programmed rules engine helps you make decisions faster. Monitor the location and movement of critical personnel and resources all on one common operating picture. Emergency management teams can utilize the full scope of available data and resources to assess health and safety conditions, save lives and provide medical services. Plus, any system integrated into the platform can be shut down or redundant infrastructure activated, as specified in your COOP.

UNIFIED CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Communicate with local responders and issue mass notifications across devices, applications, and networks. Depend upon your most reliable communications infrastructure, your LMR network, for on-scene security and responder communications and for critical infrastructure operations such as SCADA management. Seamlessly connect private and public services with corresponding emergency operations personnel.

RESILIENT NETWORKS
Rest assured that communications systems are always available and secure in areas where infrastructure has been damaged or disrupted with Managed Support Services 24/7 support. Motorola Solutions response teams are ready to deploy to support you during major natural disasters.

For more information, please visit: MotorolaSolutions.com/FederalCivilian